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a beauty editor’s little 
black book

Alcone where top makeup artists stock up.  Small and 

unintimidating (yes, the salespeople will answer questions 

from non-pros), Alcone is one-stop shopping for hard-to-find 

professional lines like Joe Blasco, Research Council of Makeup 

Artists, and Visiora.

   - Mirabella Magazine



Alcone’s Non-Latex 
Make-Up Sponges

Use to blend shadows and foundation beautifully.  

Since they are water-based and non-latex they 

will not dehydrate your makeup or irritate your 

skin. Each block is cut into 8 wedges. Washable.

One Block          PALSDPE     $ 2.50

Six Blocks          PALSDP6     $ 10.00

A Dozen Blocks          PALSDPD     $ 20.00

Three Dozen Blocks      PALSDP3D     $ 60.00

Case of 300          PALSDPDC     $ 375.00

“I wouldn’t dream of using any 
other sponges...and have not 

done so in over 25 years.  Alcone 
sponges are far superior than any 

others available anywhere.”

-Phoebe Ramler
pro makeup artist
phoebesfaces.com
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One Block          PALSDPE     $ 2.50

Six Blocks          PALSDP6     $ 10.00

A Dozen Blocks          PALSDPD     $ 20.00

Three Dozen Blocks      PALSDP3D     $ 60.00

Case of 300          PALSDPDC     $ 375.00

Alcone Make Up 
Remover Cloths

Hundreds of celebs clean up with these!  OK Magazine 

called them the lazy girl’s answer to soap and water.

These luxuriously soft cloths are soaked with mild 

makeup remover to gently remove all makeup 

including mascara quickly and completely. You 

don’t need water and there is no need to rinse. 

Just wipe away all of your makeup.

12 Individuals                 PAMORW12      $ 6.00

24 Individuals                PAMORW24      $ 11.00

50 Individuals                PAMORW50     $ 22.00

80 Individuals in bag    PAMORW80B   $ 30.00

80 Individuals in tub     PAMORW80     $ 35.00

500 Individuals - case  PAMORWC       $ 180.00

30 in pop-up pack         PAMORW30    $ 12.95

12 pop-up packs            PAMORW30C  $ 125.00

Most Rave
Reviews
On Web

“These are the only ones you 
or any star should ever use.”

-Sharon Gault
pro makeup artist
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Alcone Fast Lash
If you desire the look of a false eyelash without 

the hassle of application, this is the product for 

you. Fast Lash is a dry, white polyester fiber that 

adheres to wet mascara and builds length to the 

lash. When you coat the Fast Lash with a second 

application of mascara, the difference is natural-

looking and dramatic. Use with any mascara.

How it works: Simply apply your favorite mascara. 

While still wet, touch Fast Lash wand to the 

tips of your lashes, then apply second coat of 

mascara. Comb through.  Comes off when you 

take off your mascara.

Fast Lash Kit includes Fast Lash fibers, a 

professional mascara, an eyelash comb, and 

instructions.

Fast Lash is not recommended for sensitive eyes 

or individuals with extended-wear contact lenses.

“Fast Lash does just what the 
name says it does! With just one 
sweep, you get full-on, fierce 
lashes. Forget clumpy mascara 
formulas or applying several 
coats, which can just weigh down 
lashes. Fast Lash gives you big, 
beautiful lashes plus extra time in 
the morning for another cup of 
coffee.”

-Mary Cerjan
pro makeup artist
marycerjan.com

Best To
Lengthen

Lashes

One Tube          PAELFL      $ 15.00

Fast Lash Kit-Black       PAELFLKBK     $ 26.00

Fast Lash Kit-Brown     PAELFLKBR     $ 26.00

Metal Eyelash Comb     PAMEC     $ 5.00
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Kett Pressed Powder
Produced in a lab, tested in the studio in front 

of High-Definition and digital cameras, Kett Sett 

Powder was designed to perform under the light 

of scrutiny.

Invisible by design, this mica free formula sets 

foundations without adding shine or texture.

Ultra-translucent and color-adaptable, Kett Sett 

Powder can be used on any skin tone.

Made in France

“Maximum oil control, minimal 
texture, absolutely no pigment.
Kett Sett is one of the only talc 
based, color-free pressed powders 
that meets HD compliancy and the 
high standards of those working 
in the medium.  Micronized to an 
ultra fine texture that gets the job 
done and leaves no visible residue 
behind - what more do i need to 
say?

- KJ Bennett
emmy-awarded makeup artist
inmykit.com

Super Pro
Favorite

Kett Pressed Powder         KTPC     $ 22.00
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Preo/Prima Japanese
Eyelash Curler

Praised by dozens of beauty editors around the 

world, this unique curler can transform even the 

most stubborn lashes.

Used extensively in Japan, where women 

traditionally have shorter lashes, this tool can take 

segments of lash and turn them up. You can also 

use it to curl the bottom lashes.

For curling small sections of lashes at a time. Curl 

the outside, inside, or center of the lash line.

Made in Japan • Stainless steel • Comes with 

replacement pads.

Curler          PAPEC     $  25.00

Refill Pads      PAPECR     $  3.00

“If you can’t find a curler that works 
for you, this one will work.”

Renelyn Monteloyola
beauty blogger & pro makeup artist

www.makeupbyrenren.com
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The Twissor
by Alcone
Our exclusive little tool that Celebrity Living calls 

the “Ultimate Grooming Scissor.”  Perfect for 

trimming brows!

The Twissor cuts hair incredibly close to the skin 

without cutting the skin. It is ideal for grooming 

facial hair on the nose, lip, and chin. The Twissor 

is durable and its design makes it easy to use. It is 

great for men’s ears as well.
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“Twissor is my favorite tool for 
maintaining those unruly brow 
hairs. You don’t need to be a brow 
expert to use this mini must-have. 
It’s easy to use and won’t nick or 
cut the skin. This tool is a great 
grooming kit essential!!!!
Twissor is backstagepasstobeauty.com 
APPROVED!!!!”

-Nicole Williams
pro makeup artist & beauty 
consultant 

Most
Unique

Tool

Twissor          PATZ     $ 18.00
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Jao Hand Sanitizer

Jao Anti-bacterial Hand Sanitizer completely 

sanitizes and disinfects hands without drying. 

Freshens and purifies hands with antiseptic 

essential oils. It is the best way for makeup 

artists to refresh their hands before they touch 

an actor’s face. It leaves hands clean and 

moisturized, not sticky. Essential oils include 

Tea Tree Oil, Lavender and Eucalyptus. Also 

includes aloe, geranium oil, and glycerin. Active 

ingredient is ethyl alcohol 65%.

Ground shipping only for this item. • Made in 

USA

2 oz Flip Top          PAJ02     $  7.00

4 oz Flip Top          PAJ04     $  10.00

8 oz Pump          PAJ08     $  16.00

“Best hand sanitizer EVER. It’s 
the aromatherapy that makes it so 

good. I call it an antidepressant for 
your hands. I can’t use it without 
bringing my hands up to my face 

and breathing in the lavender 
essential oil that’s in this product. 

It’s the absolute best.”

- Joanna Canton
actress & beauty blogger

myskinaffair.com
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Amazing
Pro-Like
Results

2 oz Flip Top          PAJ02     $  7.00

4 oz Flip Top          PAJ04     $  10.00

8 oz Pump          PAJ08     $  16.00

Eve Pearl Liquid Liner
Smudge-proof and long-lasting with a uniquely 

tapered brush designed for precise application.

This highly pigmented formula offers all day wear 

with rich, luminous results.

Avaiable in Black Pearl
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“Eve Pearl Liquid liner is a 
must-have in my kit. It’s been, 
for years! It’s bristle brush tip 
gives me precise lining with 
ease. Whether you’re creating 
the classic smokey eye, or wing 
line for that retro pin-up look, 
Eve Pearl Liquid Liner is truly a 
Makeup Artist staple.”

-Koren Zander
pro makeup artist

1-800-466-7446     alconeco.com

Eve Pearl Liquid Liner        EPLEBP     $  29.00



Koh Gen Do
Aqua 
Foundation

Aqua Foundation is made with the 

deep sea waters of Rausa, Japan, to 

condition the skin with rich minerals 

and nutrients.  These minerals are 

close in composition to those found 

in your skin, allowing for maximum 

absorption of moisture.

This sheer foundation will make 

you glow and will adapt to your 

skin tone allowing you to wear the 

same number whether you are 

tan or not.  Simply pick the color 

that best matches your skin.  If 

you have a yellow undertone, use 

the OC colors.  If you have a pink 

undertone, use the PK colors.

Use the Illuminator (18 mL) to 

diffuse surface imperfections 

while adding a soft, dewy glow 

to your face.  Blot or dab on after 

foundation to diffuse fine lines and 

brighten the skin.  Can be used 

as a highlighter, as well.  Apply 

sparingly.

Made in Japan • 30 mL
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(From top left to bottom right)

Light BE-1          KGAFBE1     $ 62.00

Medium OC-1          KGAFOC1     $ 62.00

Medium-Dark OC-2       KGAFOC2     $ 62.00

Medium-Dark OC-3       KGAFOC3     $ 62.00

Light PK-1                   KGAFPK1     $ 62.00

Medium PK-2                 KGAFPK2     $ 62.00

Medium Dark PK-3        KGAFPK3     $ 62.00

Illuminator          KGAFWT00     $ 39.00
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Most
Unique

Tool

“This product let’s you create 
a beautiful and seamless finish 
while providing good coverage 
and feeling very light on.”

- Angelina Avallone
pro makeup artist
angelinaavallone.com
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Dr. Kiss Lip Balm

Satin-finish lip balm is not waxy or greasy. Allows 

lips to breathe with a moist, natural look. Vitamins 

A, C & E are added, along with anti-oxidants and 

Kukui Nut Oil to lock in moisture.

Tastes like sweet vanilla!

Dr. Kiss          PADKLB     $  12.00

“Finding the perfect lip balm that’s 
not greasy and doesn’t taste awful is 

always a challenge, in my opinion.  
This little number has got it all 

covered:  Dr. KISS keeps my lips 
lovely, tastes like sweet vanilla, has 
a cooling sensation when you wear 

it, and contains Vitamins A, C, 
and E for protection.”

-Tina Bowling
founder of

my highest self blog
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Embryolisse Lait-
Creme Concentre
Known to our customers as the 24-Hour Miracle 

Cream.

Immediately provides skin with essential 

nourishing components to replenish lipids and 

rapidly repair it. Its formula, which has been 

used for decades, remains extremely simple 

and effective. The nourishing ingredients can 

be absorbed by the skin to restore its barrier 

function and smooth away imperfections caused 

by cutaneous dryness.

For normal, dry, mature, and sensitive skin types.

Made in France
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“Love love love this Creme.  It’s a 
must have for any artist’s kit.  I use 
it on almost all of my clients when 
prepping skin for foundation and 
it makes their skin feel like butter.  
For anyone with normal to dry 
skin, this is a beautifully textured 
moisturizer that won’t feel sticky.  
Don’t apply too much, and let it 
sink into the skin before applying 
your everyday foundation.

-Grace Weng
 professional makeup artist & 
esthetician
beautywithgrace.com

Most
Reordered

2.6 oz          PAEMBR     $  28.00
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Makeup International 
SuperMatte Face To 
Face Antishine Gel

This innovative gel mattes oily skin. It leaves skin 

feeling fresh and taut and won’t produce that 

“caked on” feeling you get from powder. It is 

available in three sheer shades: light, medium, 

and dark. 

Antishine is great not only for women, but also 

for men’s palms, foreheads and balding scalps.

In an 18 ml. tube. This new tube packaging helps 

prevent evaporation.

Light PAMATLT  $ 28.00

Medium PAMATMD  $ 28.00

Dark PAMATDK  $ 28.00 

“This little genie-in-a-bottle 
grants one very big universal wish 
for women and men with any skin 

type and color. It halts sweating 
and oily shine with a mere pat on 

the face.  Another great product 
from Alcone. We love you, 

AntiShine!”

-Shannon McGovern
beauty advisor

beautyshallsavetheworld.com
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Amazing
Instant
Results
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Lip Chic Lipstick 
Sealer

A 100% botanical formula creates an invisible 

totally flexible protective coating that turns 

any creamy, matte, or long lasting lipstick into 

smudge-proof, eat-proof, totally kiss-proof, 

perfect looking color that lasts all day.

0.4 ounces
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“Everyone I use this on makes 
me give it to them.  It takes any 
lipstick and makes it stay on for 
hours!  Kiss hundreds of people, 
drink, eat...your lipstick will be 
perfect.  An absolute must for 
any bride!”

-Maret Asaro
pro makeup artist for NBC 
studios

Most
Impressive

One Bottle          PALC     $ 18.50

1-800-466-7446     alconeco.com



Kryolan Dermacolor
Concealer

The highly recommended beauty editor must-

have. Most recently lauded in More magazine to 

conceal body blemishes.

This concealer is so effective it can cover tattoos, 

age spots, varicose veins, hyper-pigmentation or 

whatever curve ball nature throws you. Great for 

use under eyes and as a base for eyeshadow.

16 colors are represented in this palette. It is an 

economical way for you to match up a color 

to your skin tone before investing in the 1 oz. 

container. If you can’t find a match for your skin 

tone, try mixing two colors on the back of your 

hand and apply.

Top - Beauty/Tech

Bottom - #5086, Ethnic palette

Beauty/Tech 526882  $ 30.00

#5086 - Lt/Md KR710065086 $ 29.00

Ethinic - Md/Dk KR71006EP $ 29.00

“It has been the most powerful 
staying concealer on my skin and 
when I say this, I really mean it. I 

was like wow! Finally something is 
keeping my skin flawless for almost 

the whole day.”

-Anamika
beauty blogger

wiseshe.com
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Best
Staying
Power
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Face Matte Oil Blotting 
Blue Sheets
These powder-free blue oil-blotting sheets 

eliminate unwanted shine from your face without 

adding any powder and without disturbing 

makeup. Just blot shine with sheet and see the 

oil transfer from your skin to the sheet. The film 

becomes transparent as it absorbs the shine. Can 

be used over, under, or instead of makeup.

Each pocket-sized envelope contains 50 blue 

sheets.

Made in Japan
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“I love Alcone’s Face Matte Oil 
Absorbing sheets because they 
are not powdered like
many other sheets are. So they 
really absorb and don’t add 
anything to the makeup which is 
what I’m looking for.”

- Steve Vayne
pro makeup artist
stevemakeup.com

On-The-
Go

Savior 

One Envelope          PAFM     $ 7.50
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Make Up For Ever
Super Lip Gloss

Super Lip Gloss is a slightly colored 

glossy gel that adds volume to the lips 

and is long-lasting - keeps lips glossy for 

hours.

This awesome lip gloss is waterproof, 

non-drying, and infused with a warm 

vanilla scent that makes it truly 

irresistible.  

The pocket-sized tube (.33 oz. tube) slips 

easily into your purse.

“The Makeup Forever lipgloss is 
simply the best! The clear gloss 
transforms your favorite lipstick 

from drab to fab! When you apply 
it, it stays and lasts for hours, so 

you can feel like a queen all day!”

Mimi Im Furst
famous drag queen

mimiimfurst.com
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Our
Favorite

Gloss
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Clear      MUFSLGN0    $ 17.00
Beige      MUFSLGN01    $ 17.00
Strawberry     MUFSLGN04    $ 17.00
Pink      MUFSLGN13    $ 17.00
Raspberry     MUFSLGN14    $ 17.00
Tobacco     MUFSLGN15    $ 17.00
Rosewood     MUFSLGN20    $ 17.00
Irid. Orange Beige   MUFSLGN21    $ 17.00
Real Red     MUFSLGN23    $ 17.00
Purple      MUFSLGN24    $ 17.00
Nude Beige     MUFSLGN27    $ 17.00

1-800-466-7446     alconeco.com

(Colors from left to right/top to bottom:  Real Red, 

I. Orange Beige, Beige, Rasberry, Purple, Strawberry, 

Rosewood,  Nude Beige,  Pink, Tobacco)



Honorable
Mentions

Mini Mini Swabs

These tiny-tipped cotton swabs are so useful you’ll 

wonder how you ever lived without them.  Use to clean 

up makeup mishaps, mascara slips, manicure messes and 

thousands of other things.  Create fine lines on brows, 

sharp edges on lips, and perfect concealing of tiny spots.  

You will absolutely love these!  Specialized Cotton Swabs. 

Non-sterile.

75 Swabs (3 pk)          QTMMP     $  1.75

1000 Swabs (40 pk)     QTMM*     $  23.00

Tweezerman Tweezers
The hand-finished tips are perfectly aligned to grab the 

hair every time. 

Awards include Allure Magazine, InStyle Magazine Best 

Beauty Buys, Bride’s Beauty Awards, Salon Plus and more.  

Hand-polished stainless steel.

Slant Tweezer         TW1210     $  22.00

Pointed Tweezer     TW1240 $  22.00

Lucas PawPaw Ointment

The original formula from Australia that miraculously 

heals cuts, scrapes, burns, bug bites, cracked skin, dry 

skin, rashes, diaper rash, chafing, dry cuticles, hives, and 

any other skin irritation.  Relieves discomfort and helps 

heal.  Made from papaya.

25g tube PALPT  $ 12.00

200g jar  PALPJ  $ 50.00
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like us
www.facebook.com/AlconeCo 

watch us
www.youtube.com/AlconeTV

follow us
www.twitter.com/AlconeCompany

pin with us
www.pinterest.com/Alconecompany

email us
thepros@alconeco.com

get artsy with us
instagram
alconeNYC

shop us
www.alconeco.com
800-466-7446

1-800-466-7446     alconeco.com
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